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1. Read all instructions before proceeding with installation. Make sure you fully understand the steps necessary for installing a hanging rail system.

2. The most important part of the hanging rail system is how it is mounted. The rails have to support the weight of the assembly as well as hold the cables in tension. See examples below of different wall, ceiling, and floor types and their required mechanical fasteners. ***This responsibility is that of the installer.***

3. After deciding on the best way to mount the rails, screw them into your walls or floor and ceiling. To transfer measurements from ceiling to floor it is helpful to use a plumb bob.

4. Attach the cable mounts to the rails following the diagrams below.

5. Attach side cable mounts to your sign accessories (sold separately) with the set screws and add to the vertical cables.

6. The hanging rail system is flexible because the cable mounts can slide along the length of the rails, providing custom widths for accommodating various sign holders and accessories.

7. We sell many extra attachments and cable display accessories, including acrylic sign and poster holders, single & double-sided sign mounts, and extra cable. Design your own cable display system with these customizable hanging rails!
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